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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Okay, Noorjahan Khanum (lady), can you talk to us about the books that you 
read? What kinds of books do you usually read as a young person? 
 
Noorjahan: Well, now it is the beginning of my school, so I don’t read much. There is a 
lot of pressure from classes.  But when I read, I read books that school has assigned to 
me, or the books that father gives to me. I usually love to read novels, but sometimes I 
read serious stuff too.  
 
Shaharzad: The novels that you read, are they mostly foreign or Afghan? 
 
Noorjahan: Well, I do read Afghan novels too, but the issue is that we don’t have many 
Afghan novels and our young writers usually write short stories, and for this reason I read 
many Russian novels and English novels.  
 
Shaharzad: The English and Russian novels that you read -- you don’t read them in 
original language; you read them in Farsi? 
 
Noorjahan: Yes, I read them in Farsi or English. 
 
Shaharzad: Okay….the novels that you read in Farsi, where are they translated? How are 
they translated? 
 
Noorjahan: Well most of them are translated in Iran, which is in Farsi rather than Dari.  
For this reason sometimes it is hard, but because I have read a lot. I am used to it. But I 
think some young people have problems with it (understanding the text.). 
 
Shaharzad: How is the reading culture generally in Afghanistan? Do people read a lot, a 
little or do they not read at all? 
 
Noorjahan: Young people in Afghanistan, those in universities, read books. But high 
school students generally read very little, very little. And those students that are in 
university, they only read in their own major. They don’t read anything else.  
 



Shaharzad: What about the media, do they advocate reading? Do they encourage people 
to read? In Afghan schools, is there a situation where teachers ask students to read extra 
books? 
 
Noorjahan: In most of schools in Kabul, there is a library that approximately…that has 
many books, 500 books, but students are not interested in reading. So, even those 500 
books are not used effectively. And teachers, teachers too don’t read.  For this reason, we 
really can’t expect the teachers to encourage students. But in general, in the media, if we 
think about it, there is encouragement in some youth shows. Maybe once or twice in a 
month, they talk about these issues, which is not enough. The young people should be 
encouraged more, not only by TV but also by newspapers and radios.  
 
Shaharzad: You mentioned newspapers…What is the culture of reading newspapers in 
Kabul? …newspapers, weekly papers…? 
 
Noorjahan: Umm… Unfortunately the number of newspapers is more than the number of 
readers in Kabul. Only young people who go to university, those too in little number, 
probably only the students of law and economy and these, read books…the serious 
majors, so to say. Most students don’t read at all. They don’t read newspapers.  
 
Shaharzad: What do you think as a young person…what should be done to make reading 
newspapers and books a culture among people in Afghanistan? For example, in European 
countries, we see that people read in the metro…One issue is the literacy, what is the next 
issue? 
 
Noorjahan: Well, this certainly takes time. It is not that book-reading hasn’t been 
advocated, but young people are not interested themselves and it takes some time for 
young people to get used to books. Because I am sure that once somebody reads a book, 
they will be interested in reading more. For this reason, the first major step that one takes 
is to try. And how would this be possible? It would be possible through youth unions, 
through networks of young people themselves. Because as long as radio is not something 
that has emerged from among the students, this will not be very effective.  
 
Shaharzad: Among young people, among school students and others who read, what 
books are more popular? What books do people start with? 
 
Noorjahan: A distressing matter is that young people usually read cheap books. For 
example they only read love poetry, which I don’t think is very cheap, but they should 
read serious stuff too. Or they read crime novels, from Amir Ashiri (an Iranian popular 
writer). That has no substance, no message and no benefit, other than encouraging you to 
fantasy and cheap things. Those who read better read Harry Potter, for example -- nobody 
reads serious stuff.  
 
Shaharzad: You pointed out Harry Potter; was Harry Potter translated in Afghanistan, or 
not? 



Noorjahan: No, it was translated in Iran. The sixth book is being translated now. But till 
the fifth book, all were translated in Iran. It has some readers -- not much though. Only 
those people read it who claim to be good readers.  
 
Shaharzad: They read Harry Potter? 
 
Noorjahan: Yes. 
 
Shaharzad: So it didn’t become as popular as it became in some other countries? 
 
Noorjahan: No, because it is a book that really …  the culture described in it and 
everything about it is different from the Afghan culture, so it doesn’t become very 
attractive. Also when Iranians translated it, there are many words that Afghans who 
haven’t been to Iran, or Afghans who have to Afghanistan or Pakistan, are not familiar 
with.   
 
Shaharzad: How about children’s books, children’s literature, in Afghanistan? Are there 
books written especially for children in Afghanistan? ...Something that is comprehensive 
for children culturally too? 
 
Noorjahan: There are some writers and poets that write for children in Afghanistan, for 
example Sayeed Husin, I mean Mohammad Husin Mohammadi. But the problem is that 
(these writers) too have lived in Iran and mostly write using that language, that accent, 
which is hard for an Afghan child to understand. Or even if they write in Afghani, in Dari 
accent, again the problem is that it doesn’t have enough circulation so that it will reach all 
readers, so it has a few readers, or even if it has readers, it is hard for Afghan children to 
understand it (what they read).  
 
Shaharzad: Well, as the last question, from which book do you have more memories 
yourself, and answer quickly (teasing her)? 
 
Noorjahan: It is a hard question. I think, War and Peace, by Tolstoy. 
 
Shaharzad:  And youth literature? 
 
Noorjahan: Little Women, because we were four sisters when we were reading Little 
Women and each of us was kind of similar or close to the four characters in this book.  
 
Shaharzad: Thanks a lot. Be successful.  
 
Noorjahan: You are welcome.  
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